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A treatment is given of a class of program transformations X with the property that 
for each program P, both P and X(P) compute the same function. Many transformations 
encountered in the theory of computation can be shown to he in the class and, hence, 
formally proved to preserve quivalence. As an example, the theory is applied to the 
proof of a speed up theorem in computational complexity. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An important concept in the theory of computation is that of a compiler (see, 
e.g., Blum [5]). A compiler is a translation between programs which preserves 
equivalence, i.e., corresponding source and target programs, under the translation, 
compute the same function. Many results in computation are proved by constructing 
compilers; e.g., in Automata theory, theorems to the effect hat two machines have 
the same computational power. In computational complexity, one also finds the 
construction of equivalence preserving transformations which increase some measure 
of program efficiency. (An example of this type is discussed in detail in Section 5 
of this paper). 
One difficulty of such constructions lies in demonstrating that the compilers are 
correct, i.e., actually do produce equivalent target programs. Usually, this is left 
to intuition, and, as a consequence, the constructions themselves are given only 
informally. Sometimes to do otherwise would be pedantic, but there are cases where 
it would be useful to be able to define compilers precisely, and formally prove them 
correct by verifying some simple conditions. These cases tend to arise in translations 
which make heavy use, through "label ogic," of the possible control paths of a program 
or which transform programs that manipulate data represented in an unnatural 
fashion. 
This paper presents a reasonably general definition of a compiler as a translation 
with certain properties (Section 4). This is done within the framework of a theory 
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of programs and machines uggested by Scott [1], although the treatment (given 
in Section 3) is somewhat different. As some index of its practical use, the theory 
is then applied (in Section 5) to a particular example from computational complexity, 
viz. the proof of a speed up theorem for a certain class of programs. A similar theorem 
for Turing machines occurs in Hartmanis and Stearns [2]. 
Section 2 describes the mathematical tools needed for the rest of the paper. 
2. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 
In the following sections, the basic objects under consideration will be partial 
functions. A partial function f: D ~ D' can be extended to a total function by 
introducing a new element g2, standing for the undefined, into both D and D' and 
defining 
f(x) ---- ~2 if x = Y2 off(x) is undefined. 
A partial ordering E, on functions over the same domain, can then be set up according 
to the rule 
fE_g if for all x, f(x) 4= g2 implies f(x) ---- g(x). 
It follows from this that 
f -~ g iff fE_g andgE_f. 
New partial functions will be defined either explicitly or by making use of one or 
more of the following operations: 
(1) Composition. The composition f .g  of two functions f and g is that function 
which is defined by the equation 
f " g(x) = f (g(x)) for all x. 
Implicit use will be made of the fact that composition is associative, and the deductive 
rule~ 
i f fE_f '  andgEg'  thenf .gE f '  .g', 
will also be used. 
(2) Conditional expressions. If P is a predicate and f and g are functions, then 
(P --+ f, g) denotes the function which is defined by 
= f (x )  i f  P(x) = t rue  
= g(x) if P(x) = false 
= Q otherwise. 
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The following fact will also be used: 
I f  fE_f '  and g C g', then (P -~ f, g) E (P --~ f ' ,  g'). 
(3) Recursion. If E(f)  is some functional expression involving the function 
letter f, then a unique function f is specified by the conditions: 
(a) f---- E(f), 
(b) for all functions g, if g = E(g), then rE_ g. 
In this case we say that f is recursively defined by the equation f = E(f). 
In order to prove statements about recursively defined functions, use will be made 
of the following principle, which is justified in Morris [3]: 
To prove that a certain statement S( f )  holds, it is sufficient o prove by induction that 
S(fk) holds for all integers k >/O, where the sequence fo ,f l  .... of functions is defined by 
fo(x) = s for all x, 
fk+~ = E(fk). 
This principle is not applicable to all possible statements involving f, as can be seen 
from consideration of the statement (3x)(f(x) ---- s However, all statements which 
are assertions about inclusion, e.g., fE_g, can be proved in this way, and these are 
the only ones encountered in the paper. 
(4) Upper bounds. If S is a set of functions with disjoint domains, i.e., if 
for all f, g ~ S and all x, either f(x) = s or g(x) = s or both, 
then a unique function Hr~sf is defined by 
( ~U f ) (x) = f(x) if f(x) v~ s for somef@S 
= s otherwise. 
If S is a set of functions with disjoint domains, so is the set {h " f : fe  S} for each 
function h, and we have 
( ,U / ) -  9 
It is, of course, possible to take upper bounds of a more general type of set, but 
we shall not need to do so. 
Finally, a piece of notation. If f: D ~ D and D' is a subset of D, then we shall 
write f: D' -+ D' to express the fact that for all x E D', if f (x) =/= s then f(x) ~ D'. 
This is used only in Section 4. 
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3. PROGRAMS AND MACHINES 
The basic components ofour programs are labeled instructions. A labeled instruction 
will be regarded simply as a member of some abstract set 1, the space of labeled 
instructions. Each instruction i ~ 1 possesses a unique label A(i) which is a member 
of another abstract set L, the space of labels. 
A program is any subset P of I which satisfies 
for all i , j  ~ P, i =/= j implies A(i) @ A(j). (1) 
Thus, a program is a possibly infinite set of instructions each of which has a distinct 
label. The class of programs over I is denoted by P(I), and the set {A(i): i ~ P} by A(P). 
A machine M is a sextuple (X, Y, V, in, out, ix), where X, Y, and V are arbitrary 
sets (the input set, the output set, and the memory set, respectively), and in, out, 
and/z are functions with the following domains and codomains: 
in: X --~ (L X V), the input function; 
out: (L X V) --~ Y, the output function; 
/~: I --~ [(L • V) ~ (L • V)], the transition function. 
The transition function/x is subject o the restriction 
for all i, 1, and v, /z(i)(l, v) = s /f l @ A(i). (2) 
Thus, a machine is the medium through which the semantics of programs are defined. 
The next task is to make precise the notion of the function computed by a program 
on a machine. The following functions help to do this and are used extensively in 
the sequel. Each is defined with respect o a machine M assumed fixed throughout 
the rest of the paper. 
Definition of O. The function 0: I--~ [(L • V) --~ {true, false}] is defined by the 
conditions 
O(i)(l, v) ~ true if l = A(i), 
false otherwise. 
The domain of 0 can be extended to include P(1) by defining 
O(P) = (3i ~ P) O(i) for each program P. 
Definition of r For each program P, the function r X V-+L X V is 
defined recursively by the equation 
ieP 
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where 1 denotes the identity function onL • V. Restrictions (1) and (2) given above 
guarantee that {tz(i): i e P} is a set of disjoint functions, so the upper bound is defined. 
Loosely speaking, 4,(P)(l, v) expresses the result of executing P on the initial state 
(l, v) until a state (l', v') is reached, if it ever is, where no instruction of P has the 
label l'. In this case, ~(P)(I, v) = (l', v'). 
The next function is a minor variant of ~ and generalizes the transition function 
by extending its domain. 
Definition of tz. For each program P, the function /z(P):L • V--+L X V is 
defined by the equation 
tL(P) = (O(P) -+ (~(P), g2). 
Note that, in general,/~(/) @/z({i}). 
The semantic function f can now be given. 
Definition off .  For each program P, the function f(P):  X--~ Y computed by P 
(on a machine M) is given by 
f (P)  = out .c~(P). in. 
As an aid to readability, we shall sometimes write functional application without 
the parenthesis, i.e., q~P for ~(P), etc. 
The following theorem provides the main tool for the result of the next section. 
THEOREM 1. Let P be any program, and let H be any partition of P (i.e., a collection 
of disjoint subsets of P whose union is P). Let the function ~bP be recursively defined by 
the equation 
/ \ 
4~P = [OP--~ ~bP . ]] tz(S), lJ. 
\ Sel l  / 
Then ~bP = q~P. 
The proof of Theorem 1 depends on a number of lemmas which are now stated. 
For shorthand, we let 
A = [.] tz(i) and B = 1[ Iz(S). 
ieP Sel l  
LEMMA 1. 
Proof. 
I f  i e P, then ~P.  i~(i) E_ ~P. 
(~P" ~(i) ---- (0P --* ~P./~(i), ~2) 
= (0e ~ 4e .  A, ~), 
E ,~P by definition of (~P. 
since i E P, 
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LEMMA 2. I f  S C P, then eP " I~S ~_ q~P. 
Proof. Here we invoke the induction principle, mentioned in Section 2, to prove 
that eP .  r E_ eP. Since/zS E_ r the result follows. 
The assertion eP- r  E_r is clearly true for k ---- 0, and assuming it is true 
for k, we can compute 
ee  " r = (OS --~ r " r " UslZ(i), r  by definition of ek+iS, 
E {05' --* eP"  I1/~(i), eP} by induction hypothesis, 
\ i es  I 
~_ (OS --* q~P, tP)  by Lemma 1, and the fact that S _C P, 
_- tp .  
I f  S e 1-1, then eP . r  = ee.  LEMMA 3. 
Proof. 
eP . r  = eP " (OS ~ tLS, 1) by definition of tz and r 
= (OS - .  eP .l~S, eP), 
= (OS --, ~bP. B, ~bP) since S E H, 
= (OS --~ (0P -+ ~bP. B, 1), ~bP) since OS implies 0P, 
= (OS ~ ee,  eP), 
= eP. 
LEM~ 4. I f  i ~ P, then eP " tL(i) E_ eP. 
Proof. Let S be the unique member of H such that i ~ S. Then 
~bP. t~(i) = eP .  r by Lemma 3, 
E_ eP" r by Lemma I, 
= eP again by Lemma 3. 
Proof of Theorem 1. (a) ~bP ~ eP. We prove by induction that ~b~P E_ eP for all k. 
This is clearly true for k = 0, and the induction step is 
~bk+lP = (OP ~ ~bkP " B, 1), 
(OP --~ eP 9 B, 1) by induction hypothesis, 
) 





~PE ~bP. Here, the induction step is 
4k+lP = (OP--+ r " A, 1), 
E (OP --+ SP 9 A, 1) by induction hypothesis, 
) 
E_ (OP ~ ~P, 1) by Lemma 4, 
= ~P.  
4. TRANSLATIONS AND COMPILERS 
A translation is a procedure for transforming members of one class of programs 
into members of another. The translation may be defined by a step by step process, 
in which individual instructions of a source program are translated into subprograms 
of the target program, or possibly by a more general process in which subprograms 
of the source program are translated as a whole. 
In general, the source and target programs need not be intended for the same 
machine, but, for simplicity, we shall suppose that they are. The work that follows 
can easily be extended to the general case. Thus, all the definitions are given with 
a fixed machine M in mind. 
In order to guarantee that the set of instructions produced by a translation forms 
a program, the following definitions are adopted. 
DEFINITION 1. A translation is a mapping 27: H-+ P(I), where/7 is a partition 
of I consisting of programs, for which the following condition holds: 
for all SI ,  S 2 e/7, if A(S1) and A(S2) are disjoint sets, 
then so are A(Z'S1) and A(ZS2). 
DEFINITION 2. A translation X: / - / -+ P(I) is applicable to a program P if P is the 
union of some of the sets in /-/. In such a case, the collection {S: S _C P, S e iF/} 
partitions P and is denoted by Hi,. It follows from Definition 1 that if 27 is 
applicable to P, then the set 27(P) = (]s~nl , 27(S) is a well-formed program. 
DEFINITION 3. A translation 27:/7--* P(I) is a step by step translation if H is 
the identity partition {(i): i 6 I}. Clearly, step by step by step translations are applicable 
to any program over L 
The next definition is the central one of the paper. 
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DEFINITION 4. A compiler (on a machine M) is a translation S: 17-- .  P( I )  for 
which there exists a (partial) function a: L x V -*  L • V such that the following 
conditions hold: 
(1) a - in  -= in, 
(2) /~(XS): D --+ D for all S e H, where D = domain(a), and on D, i 
(3) out 'a  = out, 
(4) O(S) . a = O(ZS) t 
(5) t~(S) a = a .  t~(ZS)} for a l l  S e 17. 
The definition is best explained by pictures. Conditions (1) and (3) say that the 
following diagrams commute: 
X LxV a D 
LxV/I  .~ ",LxV Y 






Condition (4) is technical and relates the labels of instructions in ZS to the labels 
of instructions in S. 
The following theorem justifies the choice of the word compiler to describe the 
above type of translation. By suitable counterexamples, it can be shown that the 
theorem fails to hold if any of the above conditions is omitted. 
THEOREM 2. I f  Z is a compiler and P is any program to which Z is applicable, 
then f (P )  = f (ZP) .  
The proof depends on two lemmas, which are now stated. We suppose Z and P 
are given, and, for simplicity, abbreviate an upper bound Ilsznp by H and the program 
ZP by Q. 
x An equation f = g holds on D if for all x e D,  fx  = gx. 
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LEMMA 5. Let CP and r be recursively defined by the equations 
cP= (oe-~r l l~(s),l) 
and 
r = (oQ-~r . t l . (zS) , l ) ,  
respectively. Then 
CP " a = a . r on D. 
Proof. First, it follows from condition (4) on X that on D 
OP " a = (3S ~ Hv) OS " a 
= (3s e n~) o(zs )  
= OQ. 
Now, we prove by induction that 
CkP" a = a 9 CkQ on D for all h >~ 0. 
The assertion is clearly true for h = 0, and the induction step is 
ck+le  9 o = (0P  9 ~-~ eke .  t _ l . ( s ) .  ~, ~), 
(OQ--~ CkP .a .  kJtz(xs),  or) on D, by condition (5)on X, 
= (OQ--~ a" CkQ" U t~(XS), a) on D, by condition (2) on 27 
and the induction hypothesis, 
a " Ck+lQ on D. 
LEMMA 6. With the definitions of Lemma 5, 
CQ: D ~ D. 
Proof. By another straightforward induction whose proof is omitted. 
Proof of Theorem 2 
It follows from Theorem 1 that CP ---- CP and CQ = CQ, where r and CQ are 
defined in the statement of Lemma 5. Hence: 
fP  = out .  CP . in, 
-= out 9 r  " a 9 in 
= out . , ,  . r  in 
-= out" r . in 
=fQ,  
and the theorem is proved. 
by condition (1) on X, 
by Lemma 5, since in: X --* D, 
by condition (2) and Lemma 6, 
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The definition of a compiler therefore provides ufficient conditions for demon- 
strating that a given translation between programs preserves equivalence. Verifying 
the conditions may not always be an easy matter, but if the translation is simple 
enough, e.g., a step by step translation, then the verification isusually straightforward, 
if somewhat tedious. The examples in Section 5 illustrate the general technique. 
The final theorem is concerned with the composition of compilers. 
TnmREM 3. Let Z: H i --+ P(  I )  and A : H~ --+ P(  I )  be two compilers with the property 
that A is applicable to 27(S) for each S e H i . Then the composition translation A 9 27: 
111 ~ P(I) ,  defined by 
A .27(S) - - - -  ( J  A (T )  for each SeHa,  
TEI"I S 
where 1-I s = {T: T ~//2,  T _ 27(S)}, is also a compiler. 
Proof. Suppose that a and 3 are the functions associated with 27 and A, respectively. 
The theorem isverified by showing that the function a 9 3 can be associated with A 9 Z'. 
It is easy to verify that (1) a 9 3 9 in ---- in. For the other conditions, let 
D = domain(a 96); 
it follows that D _C_ domain(3) ---- D(8), and for each d e D, 3(d) e domain(o) = D(a). 
The proof of (3) out 9 a 9 3 = out on D is straightforward. For (4), we have if S e H i ,  
O(S) .a .  3 = 0(27S). 3 on D, 
= (3Te l l s )  O(T).  3 on D, 
= (3 T ~ I Is)  O(A T)  on D, 
O(A "27(S)) on n. 
Now, using Lemma 5 and Theorem l, we have for each S e 111 that 
(o(27S)" 8 = 3 "~(A 9 X(S) )  on D [in fact, on D(3)], 
whence from the definition of/* and the fact that 0(27S)" 8 = O(A 'Z(S) )  on D, 
we have 
I~(XS) 9 3 = 8 " I~(A "27(S)) on D. 
Therefore, on D, 
I*(S) 9 a 9 3 = a" t*(XS) " 6, by condition (5) for 27, 
= a .  3 . z (s ) ) ,  
and condition (5) is established. 
57x/8/t-3 
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Finally, condition (2) must be verified. Suppose that for some S ~/71 and d 6 D, 
I~(A 9 Z(S))(d)  ~ D(~) -- D. It follows that 
and so 
3" i~(A 9 Z(S))(d)  6 D(a), 
I~(ZS) " 3(d) = 3" I~(A . Z(S)) (d)  6 D(a). 
Since 3(d) 6 D(a), this contradicts Lemma 6 which asserts that/~(XS): D(a) ~ D(a). 
Hence, condition (2) is verified. 
5. APPLICATION: THE SPEED UP THEOREM FOR THE URM 
Since the foregoing theory may seem rather abstract, we now present a concrete 
application to a theorem in computational complexity. The theorem concerns a 
speed up property of programs for a certain register machine. This machine, which 
we shall call M, is a modified version of the URM of Shepherdson and Sturgis [4] 
and possesses an infinite number of work registers a, b,..., etc., each of which can 
contain an arbitrary nonnegative integer. In addition, M has two special registers: 
a read-only input register x and a write-only output register y; these, too, can contain 
arbitrary integers. The input function of M loads the input integer into x, setting 
all other registers to zero, and gives the special abel start as the initial label for the 
ensuing computation. The output function extracts the final contents o fy  as output. 
Hence, programs for M compute 1-place number theoretic functions. The transitiorL 
function of M is the one naturally associated with the form of the following instruc- 
tions, over which programs for M are defined: 
Assignments l: do a: -~ a + 1 and goto l' (for a @ x) 
(abbreviated l: Pa --+ l'), 
l: do a: ~- a - -  1 and goto l' (for a ~y)  
(abbreviated l: Da--+ l'. This instruction has no effect if the 
contents of a are zero). 
Tests l: i f  a = O, then goto l', else goto l" (for a :# y) 
(abbreviated l: Za ~ l', l"). 
The restrictions on the form of the instructions mean that the input register can 
only be decremented and tested for zero, i.e., treated as a read-only register, while 
the output register can only be incremented, i.e., treated as write only. This enables 
the statement of the speed up theorem to be given in a cleaner form. 
The running time tP of a program P for M is the function which for each integer n 
gives the number of work-register instructions executed by P on input n before the 
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computation terminates (if it ever does). Thus instructions involving x or y are not 
counted towards the running time. 
The speed up theorem can now be stated. 
THEOREM. For each program P for M,  there is another program Q for M such that 
fQ  = fP  and tQ ~ tP/2. 
Proof. The theorem is proved by constructing for each work-register a two 
step by step compilers Z~ and A~. The former is designed to reduce the number 
of assignment instructions involving a, and the latter is designed to reduce the number 
of tests. These compilers are then composed in a certain order to give the final result. 
In order to describe the translations, an unconditional jump instruction is tem- 
porarily introduced into L It is easily seen that unconditional jumps (which will 
be written in the form h ~ l') can be eliminated from programs over I by systematic 
label conversion. In fact, to make things easier, we shall assume that every program 
for M contains the instruction start: --~ l, for some l, and no program ever contains 
an instruction which can jump to start. A little thought shows that this assumption 
entails no loss of generality. 
1. The Translation Z a 
The translation Z a produces ets of instructions with labels in the set 
{start} U {(a, l): l eL ,  a = +1, --1, or 0}. 
In order to give insight into the formal definition of Z a , we first describe the mapping 
that makes Z a a compiler. The definition is 
a(start, x, y,  a, b,...) = (start, x, y,  a, b,...), 
a((a, l), x, y ,  a, b,...) = (l, x, y,  2a -k a, b,...), 
undefined otherwise 
(where x, y, a, b,... denote the 





contents of the various registers). The definition 
&[start:  ~ l] = [start: ~ (0, l)]; 
Za[/: Pa -+ l'] = [(0, l): --~ (+l ,  l'), (+ l ,  l): Pa -+ (0, l'), (--1, I): ~ (0, l')]; 
&[l: Da -~ l'] = [(0, l): -+ (--1, l'), (+1, l): -+ (0, l'), (--1, l): Da --+ (0, l')]; 
&[z: Za l', r'] = fro, 1): Za (o, l'), (0, z"), 
(q-I, l): ~ (q-I, 1"), 
(--I, l): Za --+ (--1, l'), (--1, l")]; 
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(5) for any other instruction i,
Za[i] = U i~ , 
cx 
where if i = l: F ~ l', then i~ = (~, l): F ~ (~, l'), or if i = l: T --* l', 1", then 
& = (~, Z): T -~ (~, r), (~, t"). 
The verification that Za is a compiler under a is left to the reader; the first four 
conditions are immediate, and the fifth is straightforward if tedious. 
Now, let Xa(P1)-~ P2,  where the unconditional jumps have been eliminated 
from P2. Let the functions Ai ,  S i ,  and T i be defined by 
At(n) = number of Pa instructions executed by Pi on input n, 
Si(n) ~ similarly, for Da instructions, 
Ti(n ) = similarly, for tests Za. 
By close inspection of Z' a , it is possible to verify the inequalities 
.4 3 ~ A1/2 , S~ ~ Sx/2 , T 2 ~ T I .  
Hence, if Xa(P2) = Pa so that X a is applied twice to 1~ we get 
A 3 <~ A,/4, S~ ~ S~/4, T3 <~ T1. 
2. The Translation A a 
The translation A produces ets of instructions with labels in the set 
{start) u {(~,/): l EL, c~ = 1, 0 or .}. 
The function 6 which makes Aa a compiler is given by 
8(start, v) = (start, v), 
l), = (l, v), 
8((0, l), v) = (l, if a = o, 
3((t, l), v) = (1, v) if a :~ 0, 
3 undefined otherwise. 
The definition of Aa is 
(1) Aa[start: -~ l] = [start: --~ (0, l)], 
(2) Aa[l: Pa ~ l'] ~- U~ [(% l): Pa --~ (I,/')], 
(3) Aa[I: Da --~ l'] -~ U~ [(a, l): Da --~ (,,/ ')], 
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(4) A,,[I: Za --,- l', l"] = [( , , /) :  Za ~ (0, l'), (1, l"), 
(1,/): --~ (1, l"), 
(o, 0: ~ (o, v)], 
(5) for any other instruction i, 
A~[i] = U i~ . 
The verification that / I  a is a compiler under 3 is again left to the reader. 
I f  Aa(P3) = P4, then the following inequalities can be verified: 
A, = A3, s4 = &,  7", ~< s~. 
Proof of Theorem 
Let/-/a be the translation A a 9 Z a 9 Z a . From the properties of A a and Za,  we have, 
if lla(P1) = 1)4, that 
A~ + S 4 + T~ ~< A a + 2S a 
<~ At/4 + S~/2 
<~ (At + St + Tt)/2. 
Now, if to a given program P we apply each of the translations Ha ,  where a is a work 
register appearing in P, a program Q is produced with the desired properties. 
Theorem 2 guarantees that fQ  = fP ,  and so the theorem is proved. 
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